For Immediate Release
Vinod Cookware introduces its compact gear for Travel with ‘Buddy’ bottles only for Rs. 745/-

Available in 3 colors: Blue, Grey and Black – Fits in most cup holders – 260ml compact bottle

Vinod Cookware India’s oldest kitchenware brand expands its assortment of Water Bottles amongst its growing
range with ‘Buddy Bottles’ the super compact &portable 260ml travel gear this summer,which shall allow you
to carry clean and safe water wherever you go! Ideal for people who love exploring the outdoors or are always
in the go, its easily stowed away in your bag with the leak-proof design that you shall fall in love with.
The very stylish and easy to carry Buddy has a superior vacuum insulation for maximum temperature retention,
that keeps liquids hot or cold for hours so you don't have to worry about re-heating or re-cooling. With its
durable 18/8 stainless steel interior it features robust insulated walls, engineered for the extreme climatic
conditions, without building up germs or any unpleasant odors. With Buddy your drinks shall be just the way
you need them throughout the day!
This ergonomically designed bottle is easy-to-hold and fits most cup holders. It comes with locking ring to
protect its content from any foreign particles – dust, dirt or insects. Also its Unique Locking Mechanism and
vacuum insulation at the bottom not only brings firmness on the surface but also sturdiness to hold, bringing
comfort for everyday use.
Commenting on the launch of the Buddy Bottles, Mr. Sunil Agrawal, Director Vinod Cookware says, “We are
very excited with the launch of the super compact Buddy Series of Bottles, which is an extension to our existing
range. Its not only portable with its size but is tailored as per the needs of the people who are always on the go!
With the vibrant colors and the advanced functionalities, we foresee Buddy to be the Travel mate for your Trips
this summer”
The handy water bottle doesn’t become smelly from overuse like plastic ones can. The bottle is resistant to
corrosion and is easy to clean with a brush or mild detergent. Its period, lets reduce the use of one-time plastic
by carrying your own fresh water with Vinod Buddy Bottles.

About Vinod Cookware:
Established in 1986 – Vinod Cookware is the pioneer of ‘Sandwich bottom’ in the cookware industry. With
more than 400 products across seven categories Vinod Cookware’s Pressure Cooker is the firms biggest success
story.

The product range has expanded into state-of-the-art cooking technologies such as non-stick cookware, hard
anodised cookware and more.Crafted with a complete understanding of the Indian kitchen and using premium
quality stainless steel, Vinod’s products are an instant connect with home-makers of all ages. Besides, the
company’s insistence on research and development gets for its products the edge of convenience and durability.
The trust earned from the customers has also got the company many awards, one of the prized titles also being
the ‘Best Expo House’
Website: www.vinodcookware.com
Join us on our Facebook Page and Pledge to #SaveourWater: www.facebook.com/vinodintelligentcookware

